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Build: Leopard Model: MY ATHOS

Year: 2011-Refit 2021 Consumption: 800/1200 Ltr/Hr

Lenght: 32.20 mt mt. Crusing speed: 30 knots

Cabins: 5 Crew: 4

Guests: 11 Engines: 3 x MTU

Low season price: 63000 € High season price: 78000 €

Boarding port: Poltu Quatu, Sardinia

M-Yachts srl Cala Galera 36 - 58019 P. Ercole (GR) - Italy | Usato: info@myachts.it - Charter:
charter@myachts.it

MY ATHOS

OVERVIEW

ATHOS is a 32m luxury motor yach available for charter
in Sardinia with 5 guest cabins for up to 11 people.

Sporty and very fast boat, with elegant and modern lines and with comfortable and luxurious internal and
external accommodations.

 Launched in 2007 but finished in 2011, the boat underwent two major refits: one in 2019 to adapt the interiors to
more modern lines and colors and the last in 2021/2022 by the new owner who created a comfortable 5 cabin
on the main deck located in front of the wheelhouse with direct access to the saloon. Some important changes
have been made in the flybridge by creating a bar counter and a sitting area with sofa and coffee table.

 Despite being a fast and sporty yacht, ATHOS offers a large and well-designed stern area with a large outdoor
table, sun loungers and a comfortable sundeck at the bow, while on the fly bridge in addition to the comfortable
sunbathing area there is a jacuzzi, a corner bar and a sofa, a perfect area for guests to relax.

 The yacht, with 3 MTU engines including a hydrojet engine, is able to reach a maximum speed of 38 knots and a
cruising speed of 30 knots.

 Fun on board is guaranteed starting with the Jacuzzi on the flybridge and the many water features on board.

Interior

Cabins: 5 Guests: 11

Toilets: 5 Cabin configuration: 3 double, 1 twin, 1 convertible

Total Guests sleeping: 11 Crew cabin: YES

Interior:
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ATHOS luxury motor yacht has 5 cabins for up to 11 guests on board. On the Lower deck there
is the large and bright owner's cabin, the VIP cabin and two comfortable cabins, one with a
double bed and one with twin beds plus an extra pullman bed. On the main deck a 5th cabin
has been created with a double bed that can be transformed into a comfortable sofa in case the
cabin is used as a games / TV / Music room. The lounge with dining room, lounge and original
bar counter offers the best hospitality on all levels. On the lower deck, towards the stern, there
is the large galley and the crew cabins that can accommodate up to 5 crew members.

Accessories

GPS, Autopilot, Radar, VHF, CD/DVD, Internal and external Hi Fi system, TV, Flat TV, Internet, Wi-FI

Equipment

Air conditioning , Watermaker, Generator, Bow thruster, Inverter, Dishwasher, Ice maker, Hydraulic gangway,
Deck jacuzzi

Toys

Tender, Canoe, Wakeboard, Sup, Inflatable toys, Water ski, Snorkeling equipment, Seabob
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